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NEWS BUSINESS
CHARTER FLIGHTS

State to review
charter incentive
programme

COMMODITIES REVIEW
ALY KHAN SATCHU

Safaricom half-year
Earnings

I

attended the Safaricom first half earnings release
on Friday at the Michael Joseph Centre. I was looking
forward to interviewing the iconic CEO Bob Collymore.
He said to me in our Interview, ‘’Aly-Khan, Cancer is not a
Battle, its a War.’’
Make no mistake that the ‘’mission console’’ [‘’The
specialist is monitoring data on his mission console’’ Don
Delillo’s The Angel Esmeralda] is in the hands of the CEO,
wherever he might be physically. I gently ribbed Bob
about how Michael Joseph had been kicking back [in his
absence], cracking jokes and informing us about when
Bob finally started listening to him was when Safaricom
finally got its skates on. Bob, who had obviously watched
everything via a Live Feed, spoke of ‘’Little’’ Michael and
his team, finessing the story of how Michael and a little
team first started out in the Norfolk Towers. They are
clearly very close.
Of course, this set of Half Year Results covered a
period that was volatile both from an economic and a
regulatory perspective. I like CNN’s Richard Quest feel
the dialling higher of tax rates in what is the most dynamic part of our economy is actually counterproductive.
By keeping the tax take static we allow this economy
to create more velocity. Constantly dialling the tax take
higher reduces velocity and we are now playing at the
margins. What I have also noted is that when agriculture does well in Africa, the economy performs in part
because of the diffusion effect of agriculture. And what
I heard at this earnings release was a lot about fine-tuning of the $1.00 a day offering. Bob spoke of the ‘’Boda
Boda’’ driver who is spending $1.00 a day with Safaricom
in order to make $5.00.
Safaricom also announced the #Fuliza overdraft facility
with Collymore saying the overdraft limit might go as
high as $500.00 and Safaricom will use algorithms based
on transactions such as M-Pesa deals and airtime use
to set a limit on amount which can be accessed by customers. In a world becoming increasingly data-centric,
Safaricom has a unique platform and a unique opportunity to create scale in the SME sector. This is a very big
deal. Safaricom has the deepest reach and Bob said, ‘’We
can get a SIM card to places “@CocaCola’’ cant.
Let me pivot back to the results. There is a wonderful
Monty Python sketch about a ‘’Dead Parrot’’ and for
eternity folks have been pronouncing voice dead. Notwithstanding these yearly pronouncements, HY voice
revenue clocked 48.03b +1.4%. The thing to consider
is the demographic dividend, more than a 1m potential
customers every year is a tail-wind.
Mpesa revenue surged +18.2% to register 35.52b and
Lipa Na Mpesa spiked close to 50% and looks like its
on the cusp of a hockey stick like breakout. Safaricom
have tweaked the Mpesa ecosystem with good effect.
They have made the Mpesa garden richer [the average
user is transacting 12 times a month] and have increased
retention and circulation in the ecosystem. This is a very
big deal.
Now I expect some folks might have expressed some
disappointment at a +10.8% HY mobile data revenue
acceleration to register 19.45b but this would miss the
point completely. Mobile usage in MB per user surged
+67.311% to 639.8 mbs versus 382.4 mbs. That is an
eye-popping surge. Safaricom have surged mobile data,
have fuelled that surge with cheaper prices and this is
what a ‘’dash for growth’’ and [mobile data] dominance
looks like. Its a bold move and appropriate and just what
shareholders should be happy to see. HY fixed service
revenue [Fibre to the home] increased +21% to 3.91b and
there is a big opportunity right here as well.
Overall and at the Headline Level, Safaricom reported
a +21.5% acceleration in HY profit before tax to print
45.96b, HY earnings per share 0.79 +20.2%. Safaricom
rallied +4.26% Friday to close at 24.50 and is -4.299%
Year to Date, vastly outperforming the indices.
Aly-Khan is a financial analyst

Safaricom CFO Sateesh Kamath during Safaricom release of half year result in Nairobi last Friday
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SUSTAINABLE PRACTICES

Telco going green,
to cut on diesel use
The firm plans to reduce power consumption costs at
its sites from the current Sh47,511 per month
ABEL MUHATIA
@muhatiaa

Safaricom plans to completely phase
out use of diesel generators to power
its 4,945 sites across the country, a report from the company shows.
Released last week, Safaricoms
2018 Sustainability Business Report
reveals that the move is aimed at
achieving network availability and
energy efficiency goals.
In the last 12 months ending September 30, the mobile service provider experienced 6.9 hours of network
outage largely due to power outages
and transmission failures. The interruption in energy supply saw the telco
market leader record 22.2 minutes of
Service Unavailability Rate, a slight
drop from 22.9 minutes recorded in
the 2017 financial year.
“We are not satisfied with this results, however , and will redouble
our effort to achieve a SUR of below
15 minutes in the coming financial
year,” the report said.
According to the survey, Safaricom
is now in plans to employ alternative
energy sources such as solar and avoid
diesel generators wherever possible.
Data from the survey shows that
the number of sites powered 24/7 by
diesel generators reduced by 59.16
per cent this year to 78 sites down
from 191 sites recorded as at September 2017.
As a result, the amount of fuel used
by the telco in the review period reduced by 18 per cent to 9.43 million
litres from 11.48 million litres in 2017.
The 113 sites were moved to the national grid for larger sites that provide
critical coverage while the smaller

sites were moved to the solar based
energy solution that provide additional capacity. This saw electricity
consumed increase by 21 per cent to
141,500 megawatts per hour from
116,988 Mwh.
In addition, the number of sites
connected to the national grid increase by 149 to 3,755 and an additional 22 sites were converted to solar
or wind and hybrid power solutions.
Currently, at least 155 sites are powered by solar energy.
Besides this, Safaricom has announced the roll out of a Fuel Management System that will provide data
on site fuel consumption remotely. As
at September 30, the system was installed in at least 1,173 sites, 850 were
are already commissioned and operational. The new measures have seen
the telco reduce the cost of energy
consumption by site by Sh1,103 to
Sh47,511 per month.This means that
Safaricom saved a total Sh65.45 million in energy costs during the review
period.
“The main reason for this improvement is a decrease in generator running time which has resulted in less
diesel being consumed,” the report
stated.
It further reveals that the firm has
began replacing the generators at sites
that have an average running time of
two hours per day with deep cycle
batteries or solar power solutions.
Also being deployed include Low
voltage Auto Phase Selectors, free
cooling unit and replacing rectifiers
as well as smarter controlling units.
According to the United Nations
Sustainable goal on affordable and
clean energy buildings and industry
should cut electricity consumption by
14 per cent in the next 12 years.

ERNEST CORNEL/The government
plans to review the charter incentives
program to incorporate low cost carriers and scheduled flights in order to
boost tourist numbers into the country.
The Sh1.2 billion programme, rolled
out by Tourism CS Najib Balala in
December 17, 2015 expired in June
following a 30 month run.
The package includes a waiver
of landing fees at Mombasa and
Malindi airports, for all charter aircraft
terminating at the Kenyan coast. It also
includes a passenger subsidy of $30
(Sh3,052) per seat for all charter flights
landing at the Coast with a minimum
80 per cent capacity.
“This move would not only strengthen our destination’s brand visibility
as a whole in the source markets but
increase visitor number. It will allow us
to venture into joint marketing initiatives with the airline operator and the
travel agents’ consortia,” Tourism PS
Joe Okudo said.
Last week, 315 tourists aboard Belgium’s Tui charter jetted-in following
a five year hiatus while LOT Polish
charter made its maiden landing in
Mombasa 2 with 252 tourists on board.
“The number of charters has
risen from one to 10, a major boost to
tourism business in the region that had
recorded a drop as a result of negative
travel advisories,” Kenya Tourism
Board Coast regional manager Jonathan Mbiyu said.
LOT Polish will be making two trips
weekly translating to about 500
visitors.

ROADWORTHY

Suzuki denies Uber
Chap Chap safety
claims in new MoU

SAFARICOM
SAVED A TOTAL
SH65.45
MILLION IN
ENERGY COSTS
FOR THE YEAR
ENDING IN
MARCH OWING
TO THE USE OF
RENEWABLE
ENERGY

STAR REPORTER / Automobile manufacturer Suzuki corporation has refuted
claims that Suzuki Alto 800 used by
Uber for its Chap Chap service is unsafe
for use. This even as car rating website
Euro Ncap revealed early this year that
Suzuki Alto 800 failed the Standard
Safety requirement that rated its crash
protection ability. In an interview with
the Star, Suzuki Middle East Africa
general manager for Automobile Koichi
Suzuki said they have made electronic
stability control an option on all variants
of the Alto besides fixing it with
Airbags.
Last week, the Japanese firm
entered into into a memorandum of understanding with Uber that will see the
digital taxi firm expand the fuel-efficient option across Sub Saharan Africa.
The deal gives drivers who don’t own
their own vehicle or drive someone
else’s, and who may not qualify for traditional credit, the chance to own their
own vehicle and start their business.
Only drivers with ratings above 4.6
(out of 5) and those who have made
Sh300,000 within the last previous
three months qualify for a credit facility
from Uber bank partner to acquire the
car. At least 500 Suzuki Altos have
been released in the market with a plan
to double the number before February
when the deal was introduced.

